
Privacy 

Screenplay 

Intro 

May 1, 2011. Washington D.C. Presidential broadcast fades in with President 

Barack Obama addressing the nation.  The ticker at the bottom of the screen 

circulates the historical low of the stock market.  Multiple voices from interviews 

are echoing before the president speaks his words.  Scenes flashing of rioting 

cities to worried workers all throughout the United States.  Silence ensues as the 

American flag begins to wave. The whole nation is eyes on the president. The 

announcement is made that national security and surveillance will now be 

outsourced. 
 

 

Scene 1 

In a small town just outside of Washington D.C. July 20, a few short months after 

president Obamas announcement.  News broadcast stations filled with arguments 

for and against security outsourcing. National Security Association preparing for 

start on August 1, 2011. 
 

July 21, 2011.  SEAN MATHERS, a retired 9/11 police officer in his late 

twenties sits on his couch and watches coverage of the NSA.  He has been 

out of work for ten years due to post traumatic stress disorder.  His wife, 

JENNY MATHERS, calls him to the kitchen for breakfast.  Contemplating 

what to do with the rest of his life Sean sees the NSA as a new beginning.  

Sean sits down at the breakfast table as his wife serves him food.  As soon 

as she sits down Sean explains to her what he wants to do.  Jenny shows 

her support and they continue talking as the television plays the news in 

the background.  
 

Sean: I think I want to work again. 

Jenny: [Pause] Police Officer? 

Sean:  No, With NSA 

Jenny: What made you decide that? 

Sean: Someone needs to stand up… [Pause] 9/11 cannot happen again. 

 

[Close up on Sean’s eyes] 

 



 

Scene 2 

 

One week and three days later. Sean Mathers is given instructions by the head of the 

NSA. Surveillance begins as Sean is sitting at his new desk in the Headquarters of the 

NSA.  

Every new employee at the NSA seems nervous about the days ahead.  Sean 

watches all of his monitors with a strong eye keeping a watch for suspicious 

activity. 
 

[Phones ringing in the background and the droning sound of keyboards] 

Mr. Graham: I want to welcome all of you to the NSA.  Here we will bring the 

United States into the future of surveillance.   

[Group disperses and heads to their designated desks.] 

 Sean: I never expected myself in this type of job.   

 

 

Scene 3 

The Mather’s Residence.  Sean and Jenny sit down and discuss their day over dinner.  
 

Sean tells his wife about certain places where the cameras and what types of 

activity he is to look out for.  Jenny with and uneasy voices asks to change the 

subject.  Controversy had brewed within the United States on whether or not the 

NSA was a breach in security. 

 
Sean: Honey, you should have seen all the cameras. 

Jenny: Where exactly are they? 

Sean: Next time you are out in public look up.  Guarantee that you will see one. 

Jenny:  What about people’s privacy.  We barely trusted the Government with 

privacy 

Sean:  There is privacy…..within the home. 

Jenny:  Trust they will have to gain 

 

September 10, 2011.  Riots and protesting have begun in major cities all across the 

United States.  There is a major outcry that security should be in the hands of the 

Government.  Outsourcing creates conflict within the population.  Pro surveillance 

protestors fight back against the so called “freedom fighters”. 

  

  

 

  



  

Act 2 

Scene 1 

 

 

 

September 11, 2011. NSA Headquarters.  A large group of well-dressed middle 

aged adults walk into a large conference room.  A small, stalky man by the name 

of Cedric Graham sits at the head of the table. Holding a small black object he 

explains the future of the NSA.  The rest of the conference room smiles with 

reassurance to Mr. Graham.  From that moment a dark figured man enters the 

room and assures Mr. Graham successful installation into every home.  
 

Same day. NSA Headquarters.  Sean Mathers takes a seat at his cubicle in a 

large roomed filled with five hundred plus cubicles.  He begins his day of 

observation.  All goes well until half-way through the day when an assault is 

taking place in a back alley in Los Angeles.  Mathers informs local officials.  He 

watches as action is taken and a life is saved. 
 

That night.  Sean sits at the dinner table with his wife and tells her the story.  While he is 

telling the story it is from the view of a camera.  The Mathers are being watched.  After 

the story Jenny starts to give into the idea of having surveillance.   
  

Sitting on the couch watching late night television with his wife Sean 

notices something.  There is saw dust on the table right next to him.  
Looking up he notice that there is something.  Looking up he sees a wire 

that had not been hidden.  Yanking it out, Sean finds a camera with the 

NSA logo on it. 

 

Sean: What is that on the ceiling? 

Jenny: It was their when I came home from work.  I thought that you had 

put t up. 

Sean: No, that’s an NSA logo. 
 

 

Scene 2 



From his cubicle Sean watched as the same large group made their way back into the 

conference room.  Knowing this was his chance he made a break for the office of Mr. 

Graham.   
  

Slowly opening the door as not to make a sound, Sean makes his way into the 

office.  He starts searching the computer for files that deal with personal privacy 

matters or additional cameras being placed.  Forgetting that the Government 

monitors all of the servers of the NSA, Sean does not find anything.  It was not 

until he started searching the desk that he found a file marked Revelation.  He 

pulled out his Iphone and began taking pictures of the papers.  Until Mr. Graham 

opened the door walking in with his secretary.  “Excuse me sir what are you 

doing?” Sean quickly grabbed his phone and made a break for the window as 

Mr. Graham was calling for security. 
 

 

Scene 3 

NSA Headquarters.  Sean is climbing down the building in an attempt to get away from 

the NSA security. 
 Sean realized that he was going to need to get this information to the Government 

quickly in order to bring down the NSA.  Remembering the day he saved the man’s life in 

the Los Angeles Ally he stopped in front of a NSA camera.  He waited until undercover 

NSA security had caught up with him.  Just as Sean planned the police came to the 

scene.  He acted quickly and punched the police officer in the face and was immediately 

arrested.   
 

 

Scene 4 

Hours later in an FBI holding room.  DETECTIVE LYNCH begins to question Mathers 

on what happened with the NSA and in the street with the officer.  Sean quickly pulls out 

his Iphone and begins to show the detective all of the information that he has found at the 

office of the NSA. Detective Lynch gets the information to the President. 

 

FBI AGENT:  Why did you break into NSA files and punch an officer in the face? 

Sean:  I did it to protect the rights of the American population. 

FBI AGENT:  What? 

Sean:  [ handing him the phone]  look 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Ending 

Turns out that the NSA was in fact run by a group of radicals that wanted to exploit the 

United States Government.  They did this in an effort to over thrown the United States 

Government and become the new National Government. Thanks to Sean Mathers NSA 

was shut down and full security power was put back in the hands of the Department of 

Homeland Security 

  

 

 

 


